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Method

General Framework

The audio features are captured on a short-time
frame-by-frame basis, and then averaged over the
whole audio excerpt. We take the means, variances
and their corresponding deltas.
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Significance tests

* Our algorithm has shown to be: 
       - Fast: up to 2-3 minutes to train and classify a fold. 
       - Scalable: in SC1, for example, each audio excerpt is defined by a single vector 
         of 29-30 dimensions.
       - Easy to implement: built on top of a k-NN classifier, defines simple heuristics for 
         classification and affinity.
       - Consistent: the overall results, averaged per fold, show a very low standard deviation 
         (see, for instance, how PH2 performs in different folds). Furthermore, the algorithm 
         ranks between second and fourth (out of 15 participants) in almost all the evaluation results.

* Statistical significance was found mainly in MajorMiner at tag level, probably due to  the diverse 
  (and correlated) concepts/categories used in the Tag vocabulary. Yet, in many evaluation results    
  there was no statistical significance. This issue is not new in MIREX Audio tag classification. 

* After 3 years with the same set of evaluation measures, are all of them good and sufficient 
  to discriminate between different algorithms? 

* Are we actually reaching a "glass ceiling" for audio tag classification, even with novel algorithms 
  that take into account correlations between higher level concepts? 

* AUC-ROC by Fold: No statistical significance between all the presented algorithms.

* AUC-ROC by Tag: PH2>SBC1 is statistically significant. PH2>SC1 significant in MajorMiner only.
SSKS1 is not statistically significant in both datasets. SBC1>(JR4-5, BAx, TCCPx) 
and SC1>(JR5, BAx, TCCPx) are statistically signficant in MajorMiner. SC1>SBC1 not stat. significant.

* Precision at N: No statistical significance between all the presented algorithms.

* F-measure by Fold: No statistical significance between all the presented algorithms.

* F-measure by Tag: (PH2, SSKS1, BAx)>(SC1, SBC1) are statistically significant in MajorMiner only,
no statistical significance between them in the Mood Tag dataset. SC1, SBC1>TCCPx statistically
significant in MajorMiner. SBC1>SC1 not statistically significant.

* SC1: PCA (75% covered variance) + Euclidean distance (EUC)

* SBC1: Linear combination (PCA-EUC, Tempo-based distance,
Kullback Leibler divergence with 1G MFCC,
Semantic classifier-based distance)
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